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MIT keeps top spot in US News rankings
Infographic by
Connor Kirschbaum

Engineering Graduate School Rankings
Rank School

US News Score

1

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

2

Stanford University

3

University of California Berkeley

90

4

Georgia Institute of Technology

86

5

University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

Tuition

100

$37,510

98

$39,840

81

Prince of Monaco
reports back on
Antarctic research

$15,036
$24,956
$26,902

Business Graduate School Rankings
Rank

School

US News Score

1 1

Harvard University

100

2 1

Stanford University

100

5 3

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

94

$48,650

3 4

Northwestern University

93

$49,074

5 5

University of Chicago

92

$49,020

On Thursday, U.S. News and World Report released
its 2010 graduate school rankings. The School of Engineering remains top engineering graduate school in the
country, a rank it has held since U.S. News began ranking engineering schools in 1990. None of the top five
engineering schools changed ranks between last year
and this year. Among business schools, Sloan moved up
two ranks to third place, taking the spot held last year by
the University of Pennsylvania.

Tuition

$46,150
$51,321

U.S. News ranks schools based on a weighted survey of schools as well as of faculty and administrators.
The engineering rubric evaluates quality assessment
(40 percent), student selectivity (10 percent), faculty
resources (25 percent), and research activity (25 percent).
The business rubric evaluates quality assessment
(40 percent), placement success (35 percent), and student selectivity (25 percent).

Aditi Verma—The Tech

His Serene Highness Prince Albert II of Monaco featured his
film, Antarctica 2009: A Continent in a State of Alert on Tuesday in
10-250. He spoke about his recent expedition to the South Pole,
which was intended to draw attention to the effects of global
warming on the continent.

By Divya Srinivasan
Staff Reporter

Students recombine pop hits in
Spring Weekend mashup contest
By Rob McQueen
News Editor

The UA Events Committee announced the winners of the first
MIT Spring Weekend mashup contest yesterday. The three top votegetters Allin Resposo ’11 (aka Allin
Gaga), Garrett L. Winther ’11, and

In Short
A SafeRide shuttle crashed last
Tuesday night at 11:50 p.m. The acci
dent, which involved two other cars,
occurred at the intersection of Mass
Ave. and Memorial Drive. Parking
and Transportation manager Larry
R. Brutti said that no students were
on the shuttle at the time. The shut
tle is temporarily out of commission
because of damage to its front. Safe
Ride will run on its usual schedule
despite the accident.
When MIT’s lawsuit against Frank
Gehry was settled this February,
there was “No money involved,”
Gehry told The Chicago Tribune in
an e-mail Tuesday. The lawsuit was
over design and construction fail
ures in the Stata Center.
Teach a class to high-school students this summer! HSSP summer

No TEch Next
Tuesday
The Tech will next publish next Friday. Enjoy
your Patriots’ Day
weekend! Good luck,
marathoners!

Michael R. Harradon ’13 will have
their mashups reviewed by Spring
Weekend Concert headliner Super
Mash Bros., who will decide which
mashup will be played at the concert
on Friday April 23.
Mashups are made by mutating
and recombining songs, splicing
and warping them to yield a new

creation. Mashups can be made on
personal computers with the correct
software.
Mashups, Page 9

Antarctica is in hot water, the
Prince said.
This past Wednesday in 10250, Prince Albert II of Monaco
discussed his 17 day trip to
Antarctica in an effort to raise
awareness about global warming and Antarctic research.
In an effort to better understand the nuances and issues
concerning global warming, he
visited 26 scientific outposts that
are studying climate change.

In his opening remarks, Albert emphasized the importance
of research in Antarctica.
“It’s an important place on
our planet … as we try to understand and approach the challenge that surrounds climate
change. It is a beautifully dramatic place, with a lot more than
just the wildlife that you see on
some documentaries,” he said.
Prince Albert said that there
is a need for new technology
and sustainable energy sources
Prince Albert II, Page 10

Michael Ouellette: 20 years of plays

registration is open. Visit the Edu
cational Studies Program website
for more information: http://esp.mit.
edu.
Want to be a member of a UA committee next year? The application
deadline is tomorrow at 5 p.m. To
sign up, e-mail your application to
wedothings@mit.edu.
(Left) The haughty Major Sergius
(Vladimir Sobes ’11) is waited upon
by servant Nicola (Yuri Podpaly G) at
the Petkoff house during the MIT
Dramashop performance of Arms
and The Man. The George Bernard
Shaw comedy is the last play for
director Michael Ouellette (above)
before his retirement, and was also
the first play he directed at MIT in
1989. Arms and the Man will have
its final run tonight at 8 p.m. in Kresge Little Theatre.
Photography by Stephanie C. Lin

In a letter to the MIT community
last Tuesday, President Susan J.
Hockfield reported that the endow
ment will have a positive return this
year, the volume of research at the
Institute increased, and the budget
is getting closer to being balanced.
For the full letter, see http://web.
mit.edu/newsoffice/2010/financial-update.html.
The Day of Silence is today. Pro
test LGBT discrimination by wear
ing a brightly-colored shirt.

House dining Is unnatural
Communal cooking has always been a
part of human life. It’s healthy. OPN, p. 5

Countries aren’t Companies
Countries don’t “compete” when it
comes to international trade. OPN, p. 4

She & HIM are
perfectly sweet

A pretty doll,
dancing to life

Zooey Deschanel and M.
Ward make soothing,
stripped-bare pop.
ARTS, p. 6

Boston Ballet’s cheery
Coppélia has the magic
of The Nutcracker. You’ll
love it even if you don’t
like ballet. ARTS, p. 6
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STAFF METEorologist

The last week and a half of
weather has been quite variable. After record highs last
Wednesday, the past week has
seen seasonal temperatures
and with the exception of last
Friday, has been relatively dry.
Unfortunately, that trend will
not continue this weekend. The
high pressure that has been
providing us with sunshine the
last few days has been pushed
out to sea by a low pressure
system coming down from Ontario, Canada. The front associated with this system will bring

Extended Forecast
Today: Cloudy with rain showers. High of 46°F (8°C).
Tonight: Rain. Low of 39°F (4°C). East/southeast winds at
10–15 mph.
Tomorrow: Rain, tapering off in the evening, fog at night.
High of 43°F (6°C). Low of 37°F (3°C).
Sunday: Cloudy with a chance of rain showers. High of
50°F (10°C). Low of 40°F (4°C).
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us cool temperatures and rain
showers today, with highs 1015°F below normal.
This evening, the low will redevelop off the coast and bring
a second wave of rain tonight
and tomorrow. We’ll see wet,
breezy conditions, and temperatures only in the low to mid
40°F’s. As the system moves
out to sea, there will be some
lingering showers, clouds, and
patchy fog.
For the Boston Marathon on
Monday, after some morning fog
with scattered showers possible,
temperatures should return to
near average values (mid 50°F’s)
under cloudy conditions.

for Kurmanbek Bakiyev’s departure came out of “joint efforts” by
President Barack Obama, President
Dmitri A. Medvedev of Russia and
President Nursultan Nazarbayev of
Kazakhstan.
A statement from Kazakhstan’s
secretary of state and foreign minister, Kanat Saudabayev, called the
president’s departure “an important
step” toward preventing what some
had said could become a civil war.
After days of defiance, Bakiyev
began publicly broaching the possibility of resigning but tried to insist
on guarantees of safety for himself
and his family. But the leader of the
interim government, Roza Otunbayeva, said Bakiyev must either
stand trial in Kyrgyzstan or go into
exile alone, leaving his relatives behind to face prosecution.
The details of Bakiyev’s departure and how fully it was planned by
the major powers remained unclear
Thursday evening.
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By Alison A. Wing

BISHKEK, Kyrgyzstan — The
deposed president of Kyrgyzstan
resigned and left the country for
neighboring Kazakhstan on Thursday under an agreement brokered
by Russia, regional leaders and
the Obama administration. Within
hours, security forces swooped in
to arrest one of his brothers and a
political ally.
The president, Kurmanbek Bakiyev, was driven from the capital,
Bishkek, a week ago by violent street
protests. He had been holed up in
his ancestral village in the south of
the country, trying to rally supporters and threatening violence if the
interim government tried to arrest
him.
Under the brokered deal, Bakiyev was compelled to leave without his younger brother, Zhanybek,
the former head of the presidential

13

Rain returns, again

security service, who is accused
of ordering troops to open fire on
demonstrators during the protests.
Eighty-four people died and hundreds were wounded.
By Thursday evening, security
forces had surrounded him in or
near the southern city of Jalalabad
and were awaiting his surrender,
according to Edil Baisalov, the chief
of staff for the interim government.
The deposed president’s defense
minister, Bakytbek Kalyev, was already in custody.
One relative of the deposed
president particularly loathed by
the new government, Bakiyev’s
32-year-old son, Maksim, was outside Kyrgyzstan when the uprising
began. He has been implicated in
corruption investigations related to
fuel sales to the United States for its
base in the country.
The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe issued a statement saying the deal

The New York Times
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By Andrew E. Kramer
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KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FL — Pointing to Mars and asteroids as destinations, President Barack Obama on Thursday
forcefully countered criticisms that he was trying to end the nation’s human spaceflight program.
This was the first time that the president had lent his personal political capital in an increasingly testy fight over the future of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
“The bottom line is, nobody is more committed to manned
spaceflight, to human exploration of space than I am,” he said
in a speech to about 200 attendees of a White House-sponsored
space conference here.
But he was unwavering in insisting that NASA must change
in sending people into space. “We’ve got to do it in a smart
way,” Obama said, “and we can’t just keep on doing the same
old things we’ve been doing and thinking that’s going to get us
where we want to go.”
Instead of earlier vague assurances by Charles F. Bolden Jr.,
the NASA administrator, and other administration officials that
NASA would eventually venture beyond Earth orbit, Obama
gave dates and destinations for astronauts. But the goals would
be achieved long after he leaves office: a visit to an asteroid after 2025, reaching Mars by the mid-2030s.
—Kenneth Chang, The New York Times

Hainmueller, a political scientist at
MIT and co-author of a survey of attitudes toward immigration with Michael J. Hiscox, professor of government at Harvard. The survey of 1,600
adults, which examined the reasons
for anti-immigration sentiment in the
United States, was published in February in American Political Science
Review, a peer-reviewed journal.
Americans are inclined to welcome upper-tier immigrants — like
Kollman-Moore — believing they
contribute to economic growth
without burdening public services,
the study found. More than 60 percent of Americans are opposed to
allowing more low-skilled foreign
laborers, regarding them as more
likely to be drag on the economy.
Those kinds of views, in turn,
have informed recent efforts by
Congress to remake the immigration system. A measure unveiled
last month by Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., and Sen. Charles E.
Schumer D-N.Y., aims to reshape
the legal system to give priority to
high-skilled, high-earning immigrants, offering narrower channels
for low-wage workers.

Kyrgyzstan’s president departs, and
security forces begin to make arrests

11
5

In call to alter NASA, Obama
vows renewed space program

ST. LOUIS — After a career as a
corporate executive with her name
in brass on the office door, Amparo
Kollman-Moore, an immigrant
from Colombia, likes to drive a Jaguar and shop at Saks. “It was a good
life,” she said, “a really good ride.”
As a member of this city’s economic elite, Kollman-Moore is not
unusual among immigrants who
live in St. Louis. According to a new
analysis of census data, more than
half of the working immigrants in
this metropolitan area hold higherpaying white-collar jobs — as professionals, technicians or administrators — rather than lower-paying
blue-collar and service jobs.
Among American cities, St. Louis
is not an exception, the data show.
In 14 of the 25 largest metropolitan
areas, including Boston, New York
and San Francisco, more immigrants are employed in white-collar
occupations than in lower-wage
work like construction, manufacturing or cleaning.
The data belie a common per-

W

When the music stopped on Thursday in the airline industry’s game of musical chairs, Continental Airlines and United
Airlines were back in talks again, and US Airways was still trying to grab a seat.
The latest merger talks come just a week after United and
US Airways resumed their own off-again, on-again attempts at
combining operations. But most industry analysts had viewed
those discussions as a not-so-subtle attempt by United to lure
Continental back to the negotiating table.
People briefed on the matter cautioned Thursday that the
discussions between Continental and United were in the early
stages and could quickly fall apart. And talks between United
and US Airways are still going on.
—Jad Mouawad and Andrew Ross Sorkin, The New York Times

ception in the nation’s hard-fought
debate over immigration — articulated by lawmakers, pundits and
advocates on all sides of the issue —
that the surge in immigration in the
last two decades has overwhelmed
the United States with low-wage
foreign laborers.
Over all, the analysis showed,
the 25 million immigrants who
live in the country’s largest metropolitan areas (about two-thirds of
all immigrants in the country) are
nearly evenly distributed across the
job and income spectrum.
“The United States is getting a
more varied and economically important flow of immigrants than the
public seems to realize,” said David
Dyssegaard Kallick, director for immigration research at the Fiscal Policy Institute, a nonpartisan group in
New York that conducted the data
analysis for The New York Times.
The findings are significant because Americans’ views of immigration are based largely on the work
immigrants do, new research shows.
“Americans, whether they are rich
or poor, are much more in favor of
high-skilled immigrants,” said Jens

The New York Times
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Continental and United
resume talks to merge

By Julia Preston

5°

PARIS — A dark and spectacular volcanic cloud shrouded
much of northern Europe on Thursday, forcing airlines to cancel
thousands of flights as it drifted at high altitude south and east from
an erupting volcano in Iceland. The shutdown of airspace was one
of the most sweeping ever ordered in peacetime, amid fears that
travel could continue to be delayed days after the cloud dissipates.
The cloud, made up of minute particles of silicate that can
severely damage jet engines, left airplanes stranded on the tarmac at some of the world’s busiest airports as it spread over
Britain and toward continental Europe.
The volcano erupted Wednesday for the second time in a
month, forcing evacuations and causing flooding about 75
miles east of Reykjavik, Iceland’s capital. Matthew Watson, a
specialist at Bristol University in England in the study of volcanic ash clouds, said the plume was “likely to end up over Belgium, Germany, the Lowlands — a good portion over Europe,”
and was unlikely to dissipate for 24 hours or more.
Even then, any resumption of flights would not be immediate, said John Lampl, a British Airways spokesman in New York.
“For several days you’ll have crews and airplanes in the wrong
places,” he said. “It will take a few days to sort it out.”
—Nicola Clark and Liz Robbins, The New York Times

Immigrants earn higher wages
in workplace, analysis finds

12

Volcanic ash grounds air
traffic in northern Europe
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By Louise Story
The New York Times

The investment firm founded by Steven L. Rattner, the
politically connected financier
who went on to lead President
Barack Obama’s automobile
industry task force, has agreed
to pay $12 million to settle allegations that it paid kickbacks to
win lucrative business from the
New York State pension fund.
But the agreement, announced on Thursday, explicitly excluded Rattner, leaving
open the possibility that he
could face separate lawsuits
from state or federal authorities.
The firm, the Quadrangle
Group, agreed to pay $7 million to the pension fund and
$5 million to the Securities and
Exchange Commission. As is
typical in such settlements,
Quadrangle neither admitted
nor denied wrongdoing.
But Quadrangle issued an
unusual public rebuke to its
founder, who left the firm to
spearhead the Obama administration’s rescue of General
Motors and Chrysler.
“We wholly disavow the
conduct engaged in by Steve
Rattner,” Quadrangle said.
News of the settlement came
on the same day that the state
comptroller, Thomas P. DiNapoli, became entangled in
the sprawling investigation of
New York’s nearly $130 billion
pension fund. The office of

Attorney General Andrew M.
Cuomo acknowledged that its
inquiry included DiNapoli’s
tenure, although no evidence
has surfaced to suggest that
DiNapoli benefited improperly
from pension business.
The three-year-old investigation has focused on allegations that friends and aides of
the previous comptroller, Alan
G. Hevesi, reaped millions of
dollars from investment companies seeking state business.
Hevesi resigned in 2006 after
pleading guilty to a felony related to his use of state workers
to chauffeur his wife.
Quadrangle has acknowledged paying more than $1
million in fees to a political
consultant, Henry Morris, in
exchange for his help in landing a state investment contract.
Morris was a longtime aide to
Hevesi.
Rattner organized those
payments, according to Quadrangle, adding that he also
arranged for a company that
Quadrangle controlled to
distribute a low-budget film,
“Chooch,” which was produced
by a brother of the state pension fund’s chief investment
officer, David J. Loglisci.
“That conduct was inappropriate, wrong and unethical,”
Quadrangle said. No current
Quadrangle employees were
involved in the allegations.
Rattner’s lawyer, Jamie S.
Gorelick, vigorously denied the
attorney general’s claims.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE CONFERENCE

“
 

”

Integration of Science and Technology
Into Society

July 26th ~ July 30th, 2010
KAIST Campus in Daejeon, South Korea
For more information, please visit
http://www.icists.org
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CFS should not
dictate house dining
After reading the statistics posted
in The Tech about the membership of
the Campaign for Students (notably, 39
percent from East Campus, 8 percent from
Random Hall, 6 percent from Burton-Conner, and 3 percent from dorms with house
dining) I am going to speak as a member
of one of the dorms with a dining hall.
Stop trying to dictate my dining habits.
We operate an almost a democratic

system, not a fascist system where the
belief that I should waste an additional 3
hours a week shopping and cooking would
outweigh my desire to effortlessly eat as
much food as I want and run.
I’m not speaking for the other members
of the dorms with dining halls, because
I know some who are opposed to dining
changes and some who are just plain apathetic. I personally find it ridiculous that
CFS, a vocal minority, continues to feel like
their opinion should completely trump
any and all other opinions. The administration has listened; otherwise they would
make all undergraduates who live on

campus buy into a meal plan. From their
perspective, that would be more economical and in line with what other universities
do. Instead they are just changing four
dorms. They are still offering a choice. Is
that not what a free system should do?
Last I checked, one of the tenets of the CFS
was to make sure that the students had
a choice of where to spend their money.
Give me my choice to live in my expensive
dorm and eat as much as I want. (I would
have added “and get fat,” but my metabolism and skateboard don’t seem to allow
that).
— A. Andrew D. Jones, III ’10

An article on Tuesday about the Campaign for Students protest misquoted Fangfei
Shen, who said “Some people might see this $1,800-a-year as a disincentive to live in McCormick or some other non-dining dorm and they might be incentivized to live in dorms
like East Campus just because it is cheaper.” The correct figure is $1,800, not $800.
A caption on page 11 of Tuesday’s issue misrepresented the bands that played at the Battle of the Bands over CPW. The photo
showed only Robert A. Boyd ’10 of the band Technicolor. Technicolor played alongside The Guitar Knives, The Shallow Romantics,
Supa Dupa, Circle of Lewis, Castle Bravo and Crossroads during the concert.
A caption on page 11 of Tuesday’s issue misspelled the name of the student who played Caldwell B. Cladwell in Next Act’s performance of Urinetown. His name is Joseph S. Tennent ’10, not Tennet.
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In the previous article, I tried to explain
the core logic behind why trade is mutually
beneficial, and not a “competition” as the
Obama Administration has been describing it. At some level, many non-economists
seem to accept the argument I offered, but
retain some lingering doubt. They concede that free trade is beneficial (or is at
least necessary to avoid some greater loss)
but they still cannot shake the feeling that
trade must have winners and losers. After
all, isn’t our growing trade deficit with China evidence that we are being “beaten?”
Our trade balance is a concern, but
not a scorecard. When we run persistent
trade deficits with China, it is not a sign of
economic superiority or inferiority, but instead merely the effect of the United States
consuming more than it produces and
China producing more than it consumes.
There are reasons to be worried that we are
exchanging a higher standard of living later
for a higher standard of living now, but we
are not “losing” jobs or losing productivity
or any other such nonsense when we run a
trade deficit.
It is worth repeating: A nation is not a
corporation. For one, the effects of “trade”
are far smaller for a nation than they are
for its corporate analogue — Ford, after
all, exports nearly 100 percent of its output, that is to say, the fraction of Ford
vehicles consumed by Ford employees is
vanishingly small. But most importantly, a
nation cannot fail in the same sense that a
corporation can. A corporation can vanish
because its workers can migrate entirely
to other companies. It ceases to exist because all of its “citizens” voluntarily decide
to leave.
The United States does not face the
same prospect — even if China were to
grow at an extraordinary rate, even to the
point where it had a higher per-capita income than the United States, most American citizens would still elect to remain in
their home country. As other nations grow,
we may lose political rank or watch the bal-

ance of military power shift, but otherwise
our national standard of living will remain
untouched. Because there will always be
workers, a nation cannot “lose” like a business can — it may be dissatisfied with its
own economic performance (which is in
turn, as argued previously, is determined
almost entirely by its own productivity),
but there is no realistic way in which a
country can go out of business — even if
it did, and every last American citizen voluntarily decided to emigrate to another
country, would we really consider that a
loss, or even attribute the cause to economic factors? No competitiveness advocate is claiming we should bar our citizens
from leaving the country; we would find it
abhorrent to prevent our own citizens from
finding greener pastures elsewhere.
It is important to remember that whenever we run a trade deficit, in effect what
is really happening is that we are taking
goods from other nations in exchange for
scrip that we call “dollars.” Out in the rest of
the world, the dollars may be used as a medium of exchange and become involved in
transactions unrelated to the United States
(i.e. China may exchange the dollars to Europe in exchange for goods), but ultimately
they are just paper and can only be redeemed for real, useful items by returning
them to the United States.
The scrip that China has amassed,
should we choose to honor it, entitles it
to a (relatively small) fraction of our future output. Even if they chose to redeem
their coupons for productive resources of
the United States, such as factories and
machines and other capital (this is often
the great fear of mercantilists), it would be
relatively easy to reconstitute our capital
stocks by shifting American workers from
producing consumer goods to producing
capital goods. In fact, to the extent that
such an outcome is likely, the free market
is already allocating such workers — to
the extent that we trust the free market hypothesis, our economy is already performing the adjustments necessary to start producing what we expect our trade partners
to ask for on the timetable that they are
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expected to ask for it.
Of course, information is imperfect
(much like the free market hypothesis)
and it is possible for the markets to misjudge when and for what the rest of the
world will demand from the United States.
This could make the reorientation of our
economy sudden and unexpected — what
economists like to call a “hard landing.”
It is valid to concern ourselves with the
size of our trade deficit because of this
potential risk, and there are some serious
economists who would advocate taking
measures to mitigate this risk — but this is
fundamentally a different argument than
what competitiveness advocates are claiming, and even on its face is not especially
compelling. If we consider the free market
incapable of properly assessing the future
demand of Chinese consumers, why then
would we trust it to properly assess the future demand of American consumers? In
some sense, the argument that we need
active government intervention to mitigate
the risk of a hard trade landing is similar to
the argument that the government should
actively manage markets for, say, hotdogs,
lest hotdog companies underestimate the
future American appetite for hotdogs and
are later forced to make wild and undignified expansions in their hotdog producing
capacity.
The takeaway message from the trade
deficit must be this: Our past borrowing
from China entitles them to future repayment. In the future, our roles must eventually reverse, with Americans saving more
and laboring to provide China with goods
and services. Over time, exchange rates
will adjust, discouraging Americans from
purchasing Chinese products and encouraging Chinese to invest in American enterprises. But nothing else should be read into
the trade deficit than this future prospect
of consuming less and saving more. China
cannot “own” America or acquire it like
some successful company buys out a rival.
This is the second in a three-part series
by Keith Yost on trade myths. Part one appeared in the Opinion section of the March
16, 2010 issue of The Tech.
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Students were not meant to live like this
MIT life from the eyes of an ethologist
By Drew Altschul
Modern scientific reasoning places just
emphasis on the importance of natural human needs. The field of human ethology
(study of natural behavior), which incorporates aspects of evolutionary biology and
psychology, indicates that life is molded by
eons of environmental pressure. We lived as
hunter-gatherers for millions of years, a lifestyle which still exists in many wild corners
of the world.
Extensive research among these cultures
and comparative examinations between
modern hunter-gatherers, ancient societies,
and contemporary civilizations have created a detailed picture of how we ought to
live in order to achieve optimal physical and
mental health, but the MIT administration
appears to either not care or not be aware
of the crucial importance of this research.
In short, MIT is disregarding solid, relevant
science.
Supporting our physical health with natural approaches has an established and successful industry. Ergonomics were created
because people developed strain injuries
from unsupportive furniture; ergonomics
outlines principles of design which promote more natural body positioning. Those
strange looking FiveFinger shoes are popping up more and more because research
has demonstrated that our feet and bodies
are much healthier when we walk and run
the way our hunter-gatherer ancestors did:
barefoot. This industry is successful because
it works. It works because it has millions of
years of evolution supporting it.

Thus far, ethological advances have given
our bodies lives they are better suited for.
However, building a comfortable, natural
life for our minds is a more difficult task,
particularly at MIT. Simply put: We weren’t
meant to live this way. Students are bombarded by so much work on all fronts, they
are unable to maintain healthy sleep schedules, eat properly, or get out and relax as often as would be healthy.
Of course, there are some sacrifices we
make for MIT that are unavoidable. But,

Cooking is not just a
means to an end; it also
provides opportunity
for much needed social
interaction, which keeps
the mind healthy...
choice in housing is not something which
must be sacrificed. In fact, if science is to be
believed, MIT ought to avoid sacrificing the
freedom of its housing system at all costs.
MIT Housing does not have a strong record of being ethologically conscious. Within the housing system, dining is an issue
which causes a stir year after year, without
fail. It is particularly striking when viewed
in an ethological light. Humans have always
lived in small, intensely social communities, and as a result, we thrive on frequent
interpersonal contact. Communal cooking
has been a part of daily human life since before our species even existed. The invention

UA Update

MIT Medical
reform, Dining
Idea Bank, and
UA positions
Two guests from MIT Medical attended Senate this past Monday night. The two discussed
upcoming budget changes within MIT Medical
and the potential impact on students. Medical
presented a proposal to close urgent care facilities at MIT from 12 a.m.–6 a.m., citing declining
visits during these hours. Students who phone
Medical would be consulted by a trained nurse
following protocols that would assist the student
with obtaining the appropriate care. In the case
of emergencies, students would be transported
to Mount Auburn hospital. Students were most
concerned about the preservation of Medical’s
Good Samaritan and confidentiality policies.
MIT Medical reassured students that Good Samaritan policies were not changing, but that the
confidentiality protocol is left up to Mount Auburn and further discussion with the hospital
may be needed.
Senate approved an Institute Committee
Nominations slate, presented Monday by the UA
Nominations Committee. This slate approves
the majority of positions the UA nominates students for, although a few vacancies still exist.
The slate can be found online at: http://ua.mit.
edu/committees/nomcomm/nominees2010.pdf.
Senate also approved $441 from its discretionary fund to purchase deodorant and mouthwash
samples to made available during finals week.
Dining reform is underway and has already
garnered a lot of attention on campus. The UA
encourages all students to participate in the online Idea Bank (http://ideabank-housedining.
mit.edu) and attend forums in your living group
(if you have house dining) or another public forum to be scheduled for those students who utilize house dining but do not live in a dining hall.
The public forum will be held on Wednesday
April 21 from 7:30 p.m.–9 p.m. in the Student
Center (W20, room TBA).
Last chance to apply to for UA Leadership
Positions next year! The deadline is today (Friday) at 5 p.m. See the full list of positions available at http://ua.mit.edu/exec/positions. Committee chair and vice chair positions may also
be available. Contact wedothings@mit.edu with
applications and questions.
—Maggie Delano, UA Vice President

of fire and cooking was a key technological
development accomplished by our hominid
ancestors. Cooking is not just a means to an
end; it also provides opportunity for much
needed social interaction, which keeps the
mind healthy and at ease. Or if you’re at MIT,
more at ease.
MIT’s actual approach is far from natural. Despite the existence of small local
kitchens in W1, the plan for the renovated
dorm includes no kitchens, only a central
dining hall. Campus wide mandatory dining plans have been proposed many times
in the past, and right now, fervor on the
matter has been roused yet again. Furthermore, All-You-Can-Eat services would appear laughable to a hunter-gatherer; daily
exposure to unlimited and unrestricted
quantities of food is unimaginable in the
their world. These policies aren’t just offensive to many students, they’re founded on
bad practices and cause trouble for everyone involved.
Not everyone may wish to eat and live
this way, but we ought to make such options available, allowing students to choose
to participate or not. There is nothing inherently malicious about the idea of a central
dining hall; some might prefer access to a
dining hall over kitchens. This approach
only becomes a problem when administrators influence students to use dining halls
over kitchens by removing kitchens or enforcing meal plans. These systems won’t be
as effective as ethologically sound designs
for the same reason that ergonomics has
been such a success: Millions of years worth
of support. Just like we need ergonomic fur-

niture, we also need an “ergonomic” dining
system designed to be ethologically sound.
The proposed systems will simply give more
cramps to the back of the student body.
Dining is just one part of housing and
community. Humans are meant to eat, work,
play, and sleep together in small communities, and we perform better under such conditions. If these communities are too “artificially frequent,” then the way to solve that is
for MIT to work with students to make these
social groups less artificial, which means giving students more control over where they
live and how they choose to live. Attacking
such a fundamental aspect of human biology by stimulating artificially frequent macrocommunities is arrogant and benefits no
one in the long run.
If the MIT administration wants MIT to
be an enlightened, progressive world leader
in science and technology, then they ought
to pay heed to the mountains of established
knowledge which contradicts the current
administration’s stance and attitudes. The
Institute has the power to alter its attitudes
on student life, to encourage a happier,
healthier, and more productive student population. If the wellness and success of the
student body is truly a priority for the administration, then its high time the admins
started using the science which has given
them their jobs for the betterment of the students. So please, let’s start being intelligent
about these issues.
Drew Altschul ‘08 is a graduate of the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences.
He is currently researching primate social behavior in South Africa.

Gordon-MIT Leadership

Engineering tomorrow’s leaders
Determination, drive and personal responsibility are crucial
for emerging engineering leaders
By Russell Rodewald
The challenges humanity faces in
the 21st century — from the stable supply of energy in a carbon constrained
world to the delivery of new products
based on the fusion of engineering and
life sciences — cannot be accomplished
by individuals or technology on its own.
We need to cultivate technically astute
people who can apply their skills to
guide and lead the development of socially, environmentally, and economically acceptable solutions to technical
problems.
We need engineering leaders.
In the end, technologies developed
at MIT and elsewhere will not of their
own ingenuity become real solutions.
For successful implementation, products must have a champion who knows
the technology, the marketplace, and
the consumer. Such a champion is found
in an engineering leader with a clear vision for bringing the product to market. The engineering leader owns the
responsibility for the project but allows
each team member to own his or her individual successes.
In the 20th century, engineering
leaders emerged to prepare us to grapple with the new challenges that humanity now faces in the 21st century. Among
the best examples of a 20th century engineering leader who delivered a new
technology to fit the needs of the day and
whose innovations and contributions
we must build upon to solve tomorrow’s
challenges is Hyman Rickover.
From February 1949 to January 1955,
Rickover took the idea of using nuclear
fission to generate power from an unrealized vision to a fully operational
nuclear submarine. It is easy to forget
what an achievement that was: Nuclear
fission had never been used to generate
power at the time Rickover was tasked
with the project that would lead to the
Nautilus.
Even after the Nautilus was launched
in 1955, Rickover continued to champion innovations related to nuclear power.
As a result of his projects, zirconium
became commercially available at a reasonable price, safe operating procedures

for nuclear reactors in the United States
were established, and the pressurized
water reactor became the most prominent reactor type in the US.
These accomplishments were a
product of Rickover’s leadership: he
possessed the supreme ability to create
and execute upon his vision. This ability

In the 20th century,
engineering leaders
emerged to prepare
us to grapple with the
new challenges that
humanity now faces
in the 21st century.
was underpinned by an undying sense
of personal responsibility.
In Rickover’s mind, every action undertaken needed to be milked to the last
drop to further the work towards the
vision: everything was important and
connected to the big picture. One instance of Rickover’s focused dedication
arose when Edwin Kinter and Jack Kyger
tested the Mark I prototype of the submarine power plant in 1953. This was
the first full-power test scheduled of the
power plant, and it came on the heels of
corrosion problems discovered in the
Canadian reactors at Chalk River.
For Kyger and Kinter, this was to be
merely a full-power test, but for Rickover
it was a demonstration that a nuclear
submarine could cross the Atlantic without stopping. When Kyger and Kinter
wanted to stop the test at twenty-four
hours and again at forty-eight hours,
Rickover insisted that they continue to
a full one hundred hours to simulate a
transatlantic crossing.
When the test was successfully concluded at one hundred hours, the opportunity had been maximized: The test put
the project to build the Nautilus ahead of
schedule, and the team understood the
importance of even the smallest task in
the context of realizing the larger vision
of making a practical nuclear submarine.
As effective as Rickover was at putting

every action in the context of his vision,
keeping his projects on schedule and
driving innovation, he was by no means
a perfect leader; his interviews and personal interactions are legendary for their
coarseness.
Nevertheless, we can and should
take Rickover’s drive, determination,
and sense of personal responsibility to
develop ourselves as engineering leaders who will find solutions to the important problems facing the world. By doing
this, we commit ourselves to excellence
and prepare ourselves to emerge as pioneers in our field.
The ability for a clear engineering
leader to emerge while preserving a collegial atmosphere in an innovative setting is itself an innovation — especially
at MIT. In addition to preserving this collegial atmosphere, the leader must hold
his or her team to the highest standards,
set the direction, and move in that direction.
Thankfully, there are many opportunities at MIT to practice and refine one’s
own leadership. As I and fellow Gordon
Engineering Leader (GEL) students will
seek to show in this series, MIT and the
Gordon program are pioneering ways of
training future leaders.
In the spirit of past leaders, we undertake this commitment not only to
motivate and inspire our own teams to
function at the highest level, but also
to demonstrate the importance of engineering leadership in the larger world.
We respect the contributions, commitments, and drive of all who take this
commitment seriously and all who endeavor to develop themselves and encourage others to be world-class engineering leaders.
MIT has a rich history of producing
engineering leaders. In their footsteps,
with respect for the challenges that face
us in the future, let us all learn and practice engineering leadership.
This article is the first in a four-part
series written by students in the GordonMIT Engineering Leadership Program,
and will appear on Fridays. Russell
Rodewald is a 2011 SB/SM candidate in
the Department of Nuclear Science and
Engineering.
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Ballet Review

Girl plays doll plays girl
Boston Ballet Company performs Coppélia with a festive spring spirit
By Tina Ro
Staff WRITER

If you would not exactly describe
yourself as a balletomane, but rather the can-handle-seeing-the-Nutcracker-once-every-holiday-season type, then consider challenging
yourself with Saint-León’s Coppélia, choreographed by George Balanchine and Alexandra Danilova,
performed by the Boston Ballet
Company from now until April 18.
It includes all the entertaining elements of The Nutcracker — a bit of
fairy-tale magic, toys coming to life,
the impressive array of costumes —
plus an extra act!
Coppélia is the name of a beautiful life-sized doll, created by the
grumpy, old Doctor Coppélius
who has the uncanny hobby of creating life-sized toys. In Act I, Franz,
a town boy, discovers Coppélia
and, although already engaged,
mistakenly believes she’s real, and
promptly falls in love with the doll.
Doctor Coppélius is not open to

sharing his prized invention with
anyone, much less the young trouble-maker Franz.
Similarly, Franz’s fiancé Swanhilda is displeased and jealous
when she finds Franz blowing
kisses to Coppélia. However, once
Swanhilda discovers Coppélia is a
doll, her anger is dissipated, and
she comes up with the creative
plan to reclaim Franz’s love by pretending to be the doll. Swanhilda’s
scheme unfolds in Act II in Doctor
Coppélius’s haunted house-like
home filled with life-sized toys and
magic potions. Both Franz and
Swanhilda sneak into the house —
unaware of the other’s presence —
either magic or chaos happens.
Doctor Coppélius is deceived
by Swanhilda’s fantastic impersonation of a doll and believes
that his doll has truly come to life.
Swanhilda’s playful plot to get
back Franz’s attention is a success.
During Act III, the final act, Franz
and Swanhilda get married; their
wedding celebration takes place

together with the town’s Festival
of Bells, where village couples arrive in holiday attire and celebrate
together.
The Boston Opera House was a
packed house on Friday evening —
possibly filled with the proud families of the many young girls that
made their debut in Act III. However, the show started off a bit rusty.
The conspicuous loose footwork in
Act I was distracting; nevertheless,
as the performance progressed, the
ballet shifted from primarily group
performances to individual performances, where the lack in unity
was no longer an issue. Swanhilda,
with her playful and impressive
impersonation of a doll in Act II, resulted in pleased giggles and later,
enthusiastic applause from both
young children and adults in the
audience.
Coppélia was created during a
period when there was a fascination with the intersection between
the mechanistic sphere and the
living sphere. This is evident in

the distinct machine-like choreography in Act II — an interesting
representation of humans replicating dolls with humans. However, it
should be noted that only the influence of St. Léon’s original choreography remains in the ballet performed today.
Coppélia is a loved classic that
whisks the audience off to various
scenes — an Austrian hillside to the
laboratory of Doctor Coppélius and
finally ending the evening at the
scene of a party. Constantly infused
with festive dancing, the energy
level is high. Coppélia is a cheery,
light-hearted show, perfect to parallel the blissful spring weather. I
have to admit that the unexpected
highlight of my evening was a comment from my date. In response to
our discussion of whether the influence of Balanchine’s choreography
diminished the authenticity of the
original ballet, he said, “the scene
in the first act, the one where the
girls in the poufy red skirts kicked
their legs up… pretty sexual...I know

Coppélia
Boston Ballet
Company
April 9, 2010
Boston Opera House
how men think, and men made this
ballet.” His comment caused me to
burst out laughing, reminding me
that each performance creates a
unique and memorable experience. It’s not just the show but also
the company you bring.
As for what’s ahead: The Boston Ballet season will continue
with two more performances this
Spring, The Ultimate Balanchine
and Black and White, both a contrast from the style of the all time
classic Coppélia. More information
regarding the show is available on
the Boston Ballet website, http://
www.bostonballet.org.

Album Review

Pretty confections for the ears

She & Him’s Volume Two revamp retropop and create some mellow tunes
By Maggie Liu
Arts Editor

Zooey Deschanel is the pinup
girl of the indie scene. Her porcelain doll features and piercing
blue eyes, framed in a mass of
raven waves, are her trademarks.
She shows up on the red carpet
in divine vintage pieces. Oh, did I
mention that her husband is Ben
Gibbard, the frontman of Death
Cab for Cutie? All she has to do as
the indie sweetheart is continue
her role as a vivacious sprite in
cult-indie films and maybe dabble
in an album or two. Her music
duo with M. Ward, She and Him,
released their sophomore album
Volume Two, much to the rejoicing of her devoted followers.
Volume Two does not attempt
to be anything it’s not. Deschanel
has not taken the road of producing conventional pop albums — a
wise decision seeing how many
other actresses have tried and
failed. The actor-turned-popsinger has become a Hollywood punch
line. She’s not cranking out bootycall radio-catchy tunes. Deschanel
will leave that to Katy Perry, her
more flamboyant and tawdry
counterpart. Deschanel delivers
her second album with the same
simplicity and whimsy that is characteristic of her. Poignant, sweet,
and a touch intellectual, Volume
Two is both effortless and elegant.
Her sophomore album reveals
much more involvement on De-

hhhh✩
Volume Two
She & Him
Released March 17,
2010
Merge Records
schanel’s part than in Volume One.
Whereas Volume One churned out
more scattered tracks and was tentatively SoCal folk rock, now Deschanel delves deeper and brings
out more of herself. She continues
to sing, write, and produce. However, Volume Two has more Deschanel and less Ward. Such is the
contrast to over-produced, overmanaged productions whose only
appeal is the fame of the actress
(ahem, Leighton Meester).
Deschanel has a manner of
singing that sounds lighthearted
and cheeky even when crooning
about heartache. One can almost
hear her girlish sighs and dimpled
smiles through the pauses in her
croons. The juxtaposition of sunniness and longing is a throwback. The melodies are gentle and
soothing. The imagery conjured
by her gentle lilts and throaty coos
is one of white summer dresses,
California blue skies, and picnicking in the woods.
The raven-haired beauty is not

Courtesy of Merge Records

Indie sweetheart Zooey Deschanel returns to the music scene with She & Him’s Volume Two.
one to play the damsel in distress.
Despite the soft breeziness of her
tunes, she asserts her firmness
in particular lines. For instance,
in “Over It Over Again”, she asks
“Why do I always want to sock it
to you hard? / Let you know what
love is like when I’m keeping my
cards up.” Despite the image of
headstrong independence that
she projects, Deschanel still delivers the line with a touch of a smile.
Deschanel covers the NRBq’s
1977 single “Ridin’ in My Car” and
Patience and Prudence’s “Gonna

Get Along Without You.” I prefer
Deschanel’s cover of “Ridin’ in
My Car” over the original. While
NRBq’s can get lost amongst the
other Beatles-inspired 1970’s rock
tracks, Deschanel is able to create
a more relevant interpretation.
Her version of “Gonna Get Along
Without You” is more mature and
flirtatious than the original. Her
hums and hmm’s mellow out the
track while still maintaining the
endearing nature of the song.
While it is true that some of
the tracks blend together, the

instrumental arrangements are
marvelous, courtesy of M. Ward.
Deschanel’s songs may be simple
and sweet, but Ward synthesizes,
teases, and tugs until they come
into their own. It may be difficult
to rock out to Deschanel but her
tracks are perfect for chilling at
a quaint coffeehouse or strolling
through boutiques. They are pretty, ephemeral confections. Deschanel may not have revolutionized anything, but has recreated
timeless tracks and crafted some
pretty good ones of her own.

ALBUM Review

Sotti defies the jazz musician stereotype
In Inner Dance, the Italian jazz guitarist evokes a romantic, laid-back lifestyle
By Samuel Markson
Associate ARts Editor

Those of you who follow what I
write might know of my interest in
the interplay between a country’s
inherent culture and the music it
produces. Italian guitarist Fabrizio
Sotti is an apt example. Since the
death of Marcus Aurelius, the Italians haven’t quite been renowned
for their sense of urgency. While
the higher-browed and straighterlipped of their European brethren
may poke fun at the sloth of this

Mediterranean cradle of the West
(here’s looking at you Berlusconi),
you have to give them credit. After
all, while you’re criticizing Italy for
its mafia-style government and
easy-going lifestyle, an Italian man
is probably sleeping with your girlfriend. Italy may be the degenerate skeleton of the Roman Empire,
but damn they’re smooth. Their
plethora of Lotharios only adds to
the stereotypical image of the tall,
dark, and handsome Italian.
(Apologies to Sotti, who I’m
sure operates like clockwork and

never has wine before 2 p.m.).
Being a bit more serious, Fabrizio Sotti’s album is really quite
good. He’s decidely un-notey. He
uses space. That’s not trivial. The
reality is that jazz (particularly the
type that I generally enjoy, so this
is a change for me) is overrun by
what’s known in the music world
as “angry motherfuckers.” AMs like
to play as many notes as possible,
completely overturn your sense
of harmony, and still make a serious political statement at the same
time. In their spare time they start

fights with their own band members, shout at audience members
for taking photographs, and generally act cooler-than-thou. AMs
push out a lot of good albums, but
occasionally at the expense of Jimmy Knepper’s teeth.
Sotti is the opposite. Oh, sure, he
wants to change the world, but first
he wants a nap. There’s corruption
and racism and loneliness and urban poverty out there (the staples
of AM artistry), but there’s also a lot
of beauty: love, the sun coming up
over Sicily, a bottle of Fundador or

hhhh✩
Inner Dance
Fabrizio Sotti
Released April 6, 2010
Produced by E1
Music
four. Fabrizio Sotti’s subject material is the latter. BYOFundador.
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One Great Lifestyle. One Back Bay.
Luxury meets location at One Back Bay, the phenomenal new rental
in Boston’s most desirable neighborhood
• Condominium-quality finishes • Gourmet granite kitchens with stainless appliances • Sumptuous marble baths
• Miele washers and dryers in every home • Lushly landscaped sundeck • Dining terrace with BBQ
• Elegant entertainment lounge • Fitness Lifestyle by EquinoxSM • 24-hour concierge
• On-premises valet parking • Post 390 restaurant on-site

Studios, 1 & 2BRs available for immediate occupancy.

Call 617.284.5100

135 CLARENDON STREET
www.onebackbay.com
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Steal My Comic by Michael Ciuffo

Help Desk  by Michael Benitez

Sudoku
Solution, page 11

2

3
6 4
5
5 9
8
2 3
9
2
4
8
3
9
5
7
8
9
3 1
6
9 2
6
4 9
2
7
Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row,
and 3 by 3 grid contains exactly one of each of the digits
1 through 9.

Kenken
Solution, page 11

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row
contains exactly one of each of the numbers 1 through
6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 FDR coins
6 Meat pastes
11 Dupe
14 Tiny type size
15 Coeur d’__, ID
16 School grp.
17 Publisher’s forte?
20 Cash in Iraq
21 Earn
22 Long, thin fish
24 Perspiring
28 “Painting” painter
29 Notable years
31 Ed Norton’s “office”
33 Decade count
34 Bury the hatchet
37 Sacred ceremonies
39 Prevaricator’s forte?
43 Seer’s deck
44 Flew high

46
49
51
52
54
57
58
60
62
68
69
70
71
72
73

Solution, page 10

Owned
German philosopher
__ fide (in bad faith)
Corrida chants
Family cars
“All Things Considered”
net.
Ascends
Overfills
Diver’s forte?
Brian of rock
Major artery
Bandleader Shaw
Mach+ jet
Ore seeker
Electrical pioneer

DOWN
1 River block
2 Supermarket grp.
3 Magician of comics

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
22
23
25
26
27
30
32
35

Pin box
Astin and Hayes
San Diego team
Stout relative
Cowboy’s handle
Tolkien tree
Appear (to be)
Ghost
Clothing
Walter in the NFL Hall
of Fame
Jurisprudence
Sleep state
Precious stone
Composer Khachaturian
Infused with oxygen
Tiny branch
Abominable snowmen
Shipped
Move, in realtor-speak
Jazz state

36
38
40
41
42
45
46
47
48
50
53
55
56
59
61
63
64
65
66
67

Removes a rind
Thailand’s last name?
Theater section
Passages
Kennel cry
__-es-Salaam
Large crowds
UFO crew?
Tyrant
East Indian sailor
In position
Dundee refusal
3/17 honoree
Spurious imitation
Raison d’__
Luau dish
Sea eagle
Highway abbr.
Texas tea
Performance grants
org.
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Lady Gaga takes
the spotlight in
student mashups
Mashups, from Page 1
The foundation for Resposo’s
song “Stop Callin’ I Dancin’,” which
won 321 votes, is Lady Gaga’s “Telephone.” The mashup starts with a
series of ringtones, but is overcome
by Lady Gaga. While the melody
of the mashup continues, Gaga is
replaced by rappers and random
outbursts of “Oh” and “quit calling
me.” Gaga comes back in the end
saying, “Stop callin’, stop callin...”
Despite her efforts, the song ends as
it started: With more ringtones.
“The majority of the mashup
was created by cutting up tracks
and arranging them,” said Resposo.
“Aside from that I used distortion,
pitch shifts, EQing, and telephone
noises.”
Resposo based his song off
situations in real life when people
are constantly getting interrupted
by their phones. He said: “Sometimes... you just gotta hang up the
phone. And dance.”
Resposo said that the part of
the mashup he is most happiest is
“Angry Beyonce.” “She really gives
the music that extra punch,” said
Resposo.
Winther, who came in second
place with 274 votes, incorporated
many more songs into his mashup
“Sleepy State of Mind.” It starts by
layering Owl City’s “Fireflies” over
Miley Cyrus’s “Party in the USA.”
Winther took freedoms in experimenting with 11 different songs,
each with its own styles and beats.
“I’m the most happy about the fact I
put everything together in a week...”

he said.
Winther made some rather
strange juxtapositions, like layering
Rihanna’s “Rude Boy” over Green
Day’s “Good Riddance.”
Harradon, who got 235 votes,
based his mashup “Lady Gaga Loves
My Beats” completely on Lady Gaga’s most popular songs, but with
one big difference: the beat. Lady
Gaga says it all in the first line of the
mashup: “Let’s have some fun, this
beat is sick...” From there, a huge
range of beats overwhelm the voice
of Lady Gaga, who spontaneously
switches between “Love Game,”
“Poker Face,” and “Bad Romance.”
Joseph P. Diaz ’10, chair of the
UA Events Committee, said that he
wanted to do something different
this year to get students interested
in Spring Weekend.
Diaz called the contest “wildly
successful” and said he was impressed with the all of the mashups
that were submitted.
“It already goes without saying
that MIT’s student body has many
great musicians and performers,
but I had no idea of the level of professionalism that some students
could mix and DJ with,” said Diaz.
All of the submitted mashups
are available on the spring weekend
website, http://springweekend.mit.
edu/.

LEGAL COUNSEL
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Course
Spring Extravaganza
2.00b

Toy Product Playsentations
Tuesday, May 11th
8 pm, Room 10-250

2.007

Aztec Robots
Night 1: Wednesday, May 5th, 6 pm
Night 2: Thursday, May 6th, 7 pm
Johnson Ice Arena

2.019

Design of a Floating Production, Storage
& Oﬄoading Vehicle (FPSO)
Friday, May 7th
2-4 pm, Room 5-314

2.671

Go Forth and Measure!
How many helium ballooons to lift a horse?
Tuesday, May 4th
Thursday, May 5th
12ish-2 pm, Location TBD

2.674

Micro/Nano Engineering Laboratory
Tuesday, May 11th
12:30-2:30 pm, Room 3-370

2.72

Small Machines Cutting Metal Fast!
Wednesday, May 12th
12:30-2:00 pm, Room 35-122

Henisi. Pat, cor sum nos doloreet elesseq uatuera esectem doloboreet, con henisci
Magnim
doloreet,Competition
conulput wisi ex ex eu facincilit alit iustissed eugue vel dolo
DedoFlorez
Thursday, May 6th
1:00-3:30 pm, Bush Room (10-105)

MIT students, family, employers and
start-ups seeking U.S. legal counsel,
campus or office consultation. Call:

James Dennis Leary, Esq.
321-544-0012

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to
per month
Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

APPLY ONLINE:

SPERMBANK.com
- convenient Cambridge location

PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPowered by Mechanical Engineering

T: 2.0625 in
S: 1.8125
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Eating Disorder Treatment

TAKES A SPARK.

Treatment of Adults Suffering from
Anorexia and Bulimia Nervosa

This space donated by The Tech

T: 2 in

S: 1.75 in

Please
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDFIRES.
smokeybear.com

Informed clinicians refer their clients to
Laurel Hill Inn. LHI provides the most
effective treatment and deploys the highest
staff-to-client ratio in New England. We
provide extensive programming in a highly
structured and supervised non-institutional
therapeutic setting. Evening, day, and residential treatment as well as
weekly support groups in West Medford and West Somerville. Call
Linda at 781 396-1116 or visit www.laurelhillinn.com.
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Coop Student Board of Directors

Election Update
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INSERTION NOTES

IMAGE NOTES

The following student Coop members are candidates for
theBoard of Directors for the 2010-2011 academic year.
None
Date: None
Material Close: None

Tanguy Chau PhD/MBA 2011
Lorenna Lee-Houghton PhD 2011
Christina Johnson 2011
HelveticaTPP
Neue, ITC
Franklin Gothic, SignPainter
Jim Morrison
2011
Paul Romano PhD 012
Chris Yoon 2012

On Friday, Professor Ernest G. Cravalho was named the 2010 Alpha
Phi Omega Big Screw, raising $3,893.73 for his charity Partners in Health.
Cravalho represented 2.006 (Thermal-Fluids Engineering II). The total
amount raised in this year’s contest was more than three times of that
raised last year ($1,128.51).
The Course 20 team consists of Profs. Scott R. Manalis, Jongyoon Han,
Roger D. Kamm, and Jan Lammerding.
The 2.005 team consists of Profs. Jacopo Buongiorno, Pierre F. J. Lermusiaux, and Alexander Mitsos.

INKS
CMYK

Harvard Undergraduate Students:
Lauren Dai 2013
10472
Melissa Oppenheim 2012
M10472_2.0625x2
Caroline Quazzo 2012
BLACK
Edmund Vincent G. Soriano 2011
Lianne C. Yang 2012
Danni Xie 2012

Through
Professor
Thursday
Friday
Total
Ernest G. Cravalho (2.006)
$1,111.96
$563.08 $1,675.04
Steven B. Leeb ’87 (6.115/6.131)
$704.93
$693.16 $1,398.09
Course 20 Team (20.310/20.330)
$150.29
$66.58
$216.87
Vineet Goyal (6.041)
$71.86
$32.73
$104.59
Jocelyn Monroe (8.022)
$49.19
$51.00
$100.19
Samuel R. Madden (6.033)
$28.92
$32.16
$61.08
John J. Leonard &
Barbara J. Hughey PhD ’89 (2.671)
$27.83
$26.33
$54.16
2.005 Team (2.005)
$51.22
$1.00
$52.22
David L. Darmofal PhD ’94 (16.003)
$42.46
$0.00
$42.46
Michel X. Goemans PhD ’90 (18.310C)
$36.92
$0.48
$37.40
W. Craig Carter (3.016)
$33.11
$2.00
$35.11
Yang Shao-Horn (2.002)
$10.26
$24.30
$34.56
Haynes R. Miller (18.03)
$27.60
$4.69
$32.29
David R. Wallace PhD ’95 (2.009)
$19.13
$1.25
$20.38
Donald R. Sadoway (3.091)
$12.81
$2.00
$14.81
Christopher C. Cummins (5.03)
$9.67
$4.81
$14.48
Total
$2,388.16 $1,505.57 $3,893.73
Source: Alpha Phi Omega

COLOR NOTES
MIT Graduate
and Undergraduate Students:

FONTS

REINHARD

LINKS

AClogo_blk.eps
USForestry_BWlogo.eps
NASF_logo.eps
P4597_SMOKEY_BW.eps
underline.ai

CLIENT APPROVAL:

Cravalho takes Screw in landslide

FCB
09.22.06

100
jkn

Harvard Graduate Students:
Aaron Chadbourne JD/MBA 2011
Kyle Ensley MPP 2011
Justin Kliger JD 2011
Jessica Rabl MBA 2011

Monaco will play a
role in furthering
Antarctic research
Prince Albert II, from Page 1

HTTP://www.thecoop.com

Support Your Candidate/s VOTE ONLINE at:

www.thecoop.com
April 5 Through April 26

in the Antarctic research outposts.
Ironically, though they are conducting research to promote sustainability, they themselves lack
sustainable resources for long-term
development.
The long-term goal is to make
more research stations to be like
The Princess Elizabeth Antarctic research station, which is the first of
its kind to have zero emissions.
Prince Albert said that Monaco
will be playing a role in making
more sustainable research stations
by increasing access to new technology.
The film documenting his ex-

periences in Antarctica painted a
bleak picture of the state of the atmosphere. The most recent measure of the hole in the ozone layer
was measured to be 27 km in diameter.
Climate change is also drastically changing Antarctica’s ecosystems. For example, the number of
penguins in Antarctica decreased
by almost 70 percent in 2008. The
film predicted that penguin species
will become endangered within the
next 15 years.
Experiments and ice drilling at
the Chinese Kunlun Station, located on one of the coldest place on
Earth called Dome A, are helping
researchers understand what the
Earth’s climate was like over a million years ago.
The question-and-answer session consisted of several MIT panelists including Professor Thomas
A. Herring of the Department of
Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary
Sciences, Ernest J. Moniz, professor and director of the MIT Energy
Initiative, and Ronald G. Prinn, director of the MIT Center for Global
Change Science.
The panel discussion covered a
variety of topics including the need
for international collaboration and
the alarming scientific research
that points towards a need for more
energy-efficient and sustainable
technology. The Antarctic Treaty
establishes Antarctica as a neutral
continent where countries from
all over the world can conduct research. The panelists said that the
political neutrality of Antarctica
opens up new opportunities for research on climate change.

Solution to Crossword
from page 8
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Class of 2003 sponsors new Lobby 7
plaque featuring the MIT seal

John A. Hawkinson—The Tech

Workers from Cadwell Sign Co. lift a plaque into place in Lobby
7 on Tuesday. A gift of the Class of 2003, the plaque is mounted
on the east wall, just right of the Infinite Corridor entrance.

FREE Concert TiXX to

Bose is pleased to offer special
savings for all students,
employees and retirees of M.I.T.
Receive savings on most Bose®products, including the acclaimed
Wave®music system, home entertainment systems, headphones,
and solutions for today’s most popular portable music devices.

Email sw-staff@mit.edu with the name of your favorite N.E.R.D. song. Free tix for the first 5 respondents.

Its also not too late to buy tickets for the
Spring Weekend Concert 2010!
$15 will cover N.E.R.D., Supermash Bros, and the Mashup Euphoria.
Wanna bring a friend? $20 for guests and local college students.

®

Bose Wave® music system – SoundLink®

Friday, April 23 - 8pm - Johnson Athletic Center

sao.mit.edu/tickets

QuietComfort 15 ®
®
Acoustic Noise Cancelling headphones

®

Sunday, April 18th
®

Computer MusicMonitor
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Please direct all inquiries to the “M.I.T. Purchase Program.”

1- 8 0 0 -29 8 - BOSE
(2673)

©2010 Bose Corporation. Patent rights issued and/or pending. Delivery is subject to product availability.

News since 1881. join@tech.mit.edu
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SCOREBOARD

Men’s Volleyball reaches
NECVA semifinals

Baseball
Tuesday, April 13
at Springfield College

W 11-5

Wednesday, April 14
vs. Salem State College

W 7-5

Men’s Lacrosse
Tuesday, April 13
vs. Salem State College

W 14-3

Women’s Lacrosse
Tuesday, April 13
at Wheaton College

W 10-3

Thursday, April 15
vs. Williams College

L 12-5

Men’s Tennis
Thursday, April 15
vs. Babson College

W 8-1

In the first meeting between the two programs, the
MIT Men’s Lacrosse team registered a 14-5 victory over
Salem State College on Tuesday afternoon. Corey Garvey
’10 posted a game-high five points and Daniel G. Piemont ’10 notched four goals for the
Engineers, now 4-5.
MIT scored three goals in a five-minute
span in the first quarter and then tacked on
two more 40 seconds apart in the second
to establish a 5-0 advantage. The Vikings
ended the shutout with 4:28 left in the second quarter,
but then Tilbury scored to give the Engineers a 6-1 lead
at the half.
The Vikings narrowed the gap to six (10-4) just 46 seconds into the fourth quarter, but MIT replied with four
consecutive goals that put the game out of reach. Alex
W. Andrzejewski ’11 found Piemont to start the run as
Garvey and Eric S. Zuk ’11 provided the next two goals.
Garvey then set up Justin D. Myers ’11 for the Engineers’
final goal at the 4:41 mark. MIT next travels to face Lasell
College on Saturday, April 17.
—Mindy Brauer, DAPER staff

The nationally-ranked No. 7 MIT Men’s Volleyball team
reached several milestones during the North East Collegiate
Volleyball Association (NECVA) Championship Tournament held this weekend in Hyannis, MA. The Engineers swept Newbury College
(30-23, 30-15, 30-22) in the opening round on
Friday and D’Youville College (30-18, 30-26, 3020) in the quarterfinals on Saturday. That afternoon, however, the Cardinal and Gray fell to eventual champion, Nazareth College, 30-28, 30-27, 31-29. MIT’s first victory
over D’Youville in eight meetings put it in the semifinals for
the second time in program history (the last trip occurring in
2006). The Cardinal and Gray also recorded its first-ever 30win season as it finished with an overall ledger of 31-8.
Matthew P. Hohenberger ’13 led MIT with 34 kills, nine
aces, nine digs, and four blocks in the first two rounds. Hohenberger and Michael Demyttenaere ’10 also posted 16 and
14 kills, respectively, against Newbury.
The tournament closes out the season for the Engineers
—Mindy Brauer, DAPER staff

athletes’ corner

Openweight varsity eight undefeated at GW
Invite
The women’s openweight crew team traveled to Washington D.C. to compete in its second
regatta of the season, the George Washington Invitational. The varsity and junior varsity eights
competed in dual races with Georgetown University, George Washington University and University of Dayton in three races extending over two days.
The varsity eight went undefeated, winning with open water against all three
crews, the best finish the program has had at this regatta. In all three races, the
crew pulled ahead off the start, and controlled the races through to the finish.
The second varsity eight struggled with their first race on Friday, but found
their rhythm on Saturday and raced hard, coming only five seconds behind both George Washington and Dayton.
Both boats are looking forward to racing Bucknell University this weekend in Lewisburg,
PA.
—Rebecca Heywood, Team Representative

WWW.CHURCHPARK.COM

Men’s Lacrosse dominates
Salem State

Upcoming Home Events
Saturday, April 17
Men’s heavyweight crew: Joy Cup

8 a.m., Charles River

Sailing: Oberg Trophy

10:30 a.m., Charles River

Track and field: Spring Invitational

12 p.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Baseball vs. Clark

12 p.m., Briggs Field

Baseball vs. Clark

2 p.m., Briggs Field

Women’s lacrosse vs. Mt. Holyoke

1 p.m., Jack Barry Field

Sunday, April 18
Baseball vs. Wesleyan

12 p.m., Briggs Field

Baseball vs. Wesleyan

2:30 p.m., Briggs Field

Cross the Bridge to Luxury.
Your Doorman greets you.
Packages, dry cleaning ‐ ready.
Relax on the Roof Deck.
A quick workout in the gym.
Your Concierge has reservations at 8!
And did we mention the
luxury apartments?
ONE MONTH FREE*
Direct rentals only.

FIRST MONTH’S RENT ONLY!

| 221 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, BOSTON, MA 02115 | FOR RENTALS CALL 617-437-7328

